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Abstract

Cloud computing technology
extended data centers to the cloud; adding
new possibilities for devices to access
information in anytime and anywhere with
reduced costs, faster deployment and
maximized flexibility. Although, ensuring high
levels of performance that would raise a new
security challenges and concerns to be
handled. However, most of the cloud
computing service providers deploy security
policies for data protection. But, in the client
side many security approaches can be used to
ensure high levels of security, which would
assure security of data in the client and
provider sides. In this article, security
challenges are defined and security model is
proposed for handling realistic security holes
for cloud computing. The proposed model
relies on applying high secure mechanism by
using strong factor authentication and
encryption process using ElGamal algorithm.
Also, a new security rule is proposed by using
Serpent encryption algorithm for encrypting
data before being uploaded to the cloud
storage. Moreover, a Secure Authentication
System (SAS) was Implemented, Applying the
proposed security approaches, SAS proved to
provide more security compared to recently
used ones.

and applications without installing them on
their own portable devices by using providers
servers [1]. As a result, that would allow
terminal users to store data and process it
online by running their applications remotely
on virtual machines at private cloud then get
results at local workstations.
Generally, cloud computing is an internet
based computing technology which uses
computer resources as services that are
located on centralized remote servers and can
be used through the internet protocols serving
different kinds of clients as shown in Figure1.
This technology, allows the businesses and
users to share, save and process remote
resources. Cloud computing considered as a
new computing paradigm with implications
for greater flexibility, availability, scalability
at lower cost and time. It is on-demand
network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort.
II. MOTIVATION
Enterprises moving their services to the cloud,
face emerging and changing risks and must
adjust their security programs accordingly for
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I. INTRODUCTION
Most of the enterprises try to reduce the cost
of computing environment and use secure
remote services on virtual servers, in order to
reduce real hardware devices cost,
management responsibility and renewal cost
of software licenses. Also, to minimize the
risk of sudden disasters and lost, of servers,
hardware, work database and any other
important information.
Portable devices with limited processing
capabilities, limited memory space and
internet availability would extend the
demands
for
information
availability
anywhere and anytime. Therefore, cloud
computing is essential for personal and
enterprise users of databases, special systems
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Figure1. Cloud Computing with multiple services
for different clients
cloud computing risk management and
business. Personal and business information
security and privacy, are the two most
important challenging factors in cloud
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computing, where data is stored on remote
server at any physical location and those
servers are public and can be accessed
anytime form thousands of clients, the servers
can be hacked and data can be stolen if
special security roles were not enforced in
excellent procedure.
However, some of the cloud computing
service providers do not have strong security
aspects and still use insecure or weak
authentication methods, enhancing of cloud
computing security is still open research area;
as hackers continuously gaining more
knowledge and experience. Precisely, clouds
now are used by smart phones and multi
internet access devices, and will be used as
universal technology in the world requiring
security policies with strong encryption,
authentication, and access control process to
protect the clouded data and ensuring the
availability and privacy. This triggers the
contributions of this article: proposing
security model to be used in personal mobile
smart phones (e.g. Android O.S), portable
devices, computers and workstations to access
the cloud storage service in secure way and
assuring privacy and protection of clients’
sensitive and personal data.
III. RELATED WORK AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Security is very important in cloud computing
since many users and companies stores their
confidential data in the cloud storage.
Therefore, there are big security concerns
when using cloud services which lead the
researchers to search and develop solutions in
cloud computing security. Which has been
taking large area and importance, following
are some of the important cloud computing
security researches, that explain the structure
and bases of cloud computing security.
In the article Mobile One Time Passwords
and RC4 Encryption for Cloud Computing,
Johnson et .al. in [2], authors proposed
policies for securing data transmission over
the internet, wide area network and
authentication.
RC4 encryption algorithm was used to ensure
the security of data as this algorithm is secure
enough and fast to be run. Compared to AES,
which together with RC4 are the most
common encryption methods are being used
over the internet. Authentication phase
achieved by using one time password for the
login to cloud computing services by being
generated on regular mobile phone as a third
party to confirm the client credibility before
allowing the client to access cloud computing
services. The difference here, with static
passwords is that the passwords in the
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proposed method are only valid for one time
only to ensure
more secure. All data
exchange among the server, clients and
mobile agents will be encrypted by RC4
algorithm. Priyank et. al. in [3], present a
model of security depends on mobile agent to
acquire useful information from the virtual
machine which the service provider and user
used it to keep track integrity and privacy of
virtual machine that used for cloud computing
service.
D.H. Patil et .al. in [4], addresses several
issues of security problems that is related to
cloud computing services environments such
as
key
generation,
data
security,
authentication
and
access
control.
Authentication process uses Two-Factor
authentication technique with Diffie-Hellman
key exchange used for key generation and
exchange a symmetric key among the client
and cloud computing servers, which is not
used in encryption and decryption for user
data access, this technique solved the key
distribution and management problem.
Antonios in [5], explained concepts of access
controls that used in cloud computing,
concentrating on characteristics of the cloud
computing,
by
using
conceptual
categorization to explain them, then presented
a comparative of two most common models
of access controls: Role-Based access control
model and the usage of control model. In[6],
the authors concentrate on the modern
encryption algorithms that take main role in
data security of cloud computing, compare
and evaluate eight modern encryption
algorithms: RC6, MARS, AES, DES, 3DES,
Two-Fish, and Blow-Fish. The evaluation
achieves on two independent platforms that
are desktop computer and Amazon EC2
Micro Instance cloud computing environment
rendering on randomness testing by using
NIST statistical testing in cloud computing
environment. The results of comparisons and
evaluation as found in the paper:―AES
encryption method is suitable algorithm for
Amazon EC2 environment, but Blow-Fish
and DES is more suitable when we focus on
time of encryption method and encryption
method is suitable algorithm for traditional
PC environment, but Blow-Fish is more
suitable when we focus on time of encryption
method[7]. Katzan et .al. in [8] explained

new technology cloud computing
concepts like Software-as-a-Service,
architecture and economics of scale on
business.
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IV. SECURITY CHALLENGES IN THE CLOUD
COMPUTING .
Cloud computing offers valuable service with
cost-saving for small enterprises and business,
it has some of security risks that will be in
consideration to find solutions for them. The
top security risks in cloud computing are
listed below in table 1.

VERIFIER TO THE CLIENT.

PASSWORD
DISCOVERY
ATTACKS

Table 1. Lists of possible
authentication attacks[2].
ATTACK

DESCRIPTION
ATTACKER

EAVES
DROPPER
ATTACKS

GAINS
INFORMATION
FROM
AN
AUTHENTICATION EXCHANGE
AND RESTORING DATA, SUCH
AS AUTHENTICATION KEY
VALUES MAY BE USED TO
AUTHENTICATE.

CUSTOMER
FRAUD
ATTACKS

THE CUSTOMERS
CONSCIOUSLY COMPROMISE
THEIR
AUTHENTICATION
KEY.
USING
MULTIPLE
AUTHENTICATION FACTORS
CAN PREVENT CUSTOMER
FRAUD ATTACKS.

MALICIOUS
KEY LOGGER
ATTACKS

CODE,
HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE
BASED
ATTACKS
THAT
TRACK KEYSTROKES OF A
PERSON WITH THE TARGET
TO GET ANY PASSWORD
TYPED
IN
OR
OTHER
MANUALLY
INPUT
AUTHENTICATION KEY DATA
BY THE PERSON.

WHERE AUTHENTICATOR OR
INSIDER
ATTACKS

MAN
-INTHE-MIDDLE
ATTACKS

SYSTEMS
MANAGERS
INTENTIONALLY
COMPROMISE
THE
AUTHENTICATION
SYSTEM
OR STEAL AUTHENTICATION
KEYS OR ASSOCIATED DATA.

WHERE

AN
ATTACKER
INSERTS
HIMSELF
IN
BETWEEN THE CLIENT AND
THE
VERIFIER
IN
AN
AUTHENTICATION PROCESS.
THE ATTACKER ATTEMPTS
TO
AUTHENTICATE
BY
PRETENDING AS THE CLIENT
TO THE VERIFIER AND THE
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PASSWORDS
AND
DICTIONARY
ATTACKS,
WHICH AIM TO SET A
PASSWORD. THE ATTACKER
CAN TRY TO GUESS A
SPECIFIC
CUSTOMERS
PASSWORD, TRY COMMON
PASSWORDS
TO
ALL
CUSTOMERS OR USE AN
ALREADY MADE LIST OF
PASSWORDS
TO
MATCH
AGAINST THE PASSWORD
FILE (IF THEY CAN RESTORE
IT), IN THEIR ATTEMPT TO
FIND A VALID PASSWORD.

SOCIAL
PHISHING
ATTACKS

WHERE

THIS INCLUDES A SERIES OF
ATTACKS, INCLUDING BRUTE
FORCE,
COMMON

REPLAY
ATTACKS

ENGINEERING
ATTACKS THAT USE FAKE
EMAILS, WEB PAGES AND
OTHER
ELECTRONIC
COMMUNICATIONS
TO
ENCOURAGE THE CUSTOMER
TO
DISCLOSE
THEIR
PASSWORD
AND
OTHER
SUSCEPTIBLE INFORMATION
TO THE ATTACKER.

WHERE

THE
ATTACKER
TRACES THE DATA OF A
SUCCESSFUL
AUTHENTICATION
AND
REPLAYS THIS INFORMATION
TO
GET
AN
UNTRULY
AUTHENTICATION TO THE
VERIFIER.

WHERE
SESSION
HIJACKING
ATTACKS

THE
ATTACKER
HIJACKS
A
SESSION
FOLLOWING
SUCCESSFUL
AUTHENTICATION
BY
STEALING SESSION KEY OR
SESSION COOKIE.

ATTACKS
SHOULDERSURFING
ATTACKS

SOCIAL
ENGINEERING
ATTACKS
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DEFINITE
TO
PASSWORD SYSTEMS WHERE
THE ATTACKER SECRETLY
DIRECTS OBSERVING THE
PASSWORD
WHEN
THE
CUSTOMER ENTERS IT.

A

SOCIAL
ENGINEERING
ATTACK IS ONE IN WHICH
THE ANTICIPATED VICTIM IS
SOMEHOW TRAPPED INTO
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DOING
THE
ATTACKERS
REQUEST.
AN EXAMPLE
WOULD BE REPLYING TO A
PHISHING EMAIL, FOLLOWING
THE LINK AND ENTERING
YOUR CLOUD COMPUTING
CREDENTIALS ON A FAKE
WEBSITE.

WHERE
VERIFIER
IMPERSONATION

ATTACKS

THE
ATTACKER
PRETENDS
TO
BE
THE
VERIFIER TO THE CUSTOMER
TO OBTAIN AUTHENTICATION
KEYS OR DATA THAT MAY BE
USED TO
AUTHENTICATE
FALLACIOUSLY
TO
THE
VERIFIER.

A. Data Exchange Security:
Usually, all network transactions and events among
local networks and cloud computing services is
being navigated through internet, this requires the
use of secure connection channels for example (https
protocol); data must be encrypted during the
exchange process or it can be hacked in the network
route.
B. Security of
Software APIs: Software
interfaces and API are considered as vulnerable to
hack and steal on cloud computing services by using
some scripts and phishing websites if the software
and API have some security holes.
C. Security of Data in Cloud : Sometimes cloud
computing service providers secure data transfer
only, after that the data is stored without encryption
or with weak encryption, if the data is stolen or
exposed in some way then your private data will be
compromised. The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA)
recommends that you be aware of the software
interfaces, or APIs, that are used to interact with
cloud computing services.‖Reliance on a weak set of
interfaces and APIs exposes organizations to a
Types of Single-Factor authentication can be shown
in Table 2.

variety of security issues related to confidentiality,
integrity, availability, and accountability.
D. Data Separation : Cloud environment is a
shared resources (Hardware and Storage) among
several subscribers by using subscriber virtual
machines, definitely, each client data must be
separated from others by creating a virtual container
for each.
E. Clients Access Control and Authentication
Data stored in the providers private cloud storage
may accidently accessed by an authored user if the
cloud service provider does not deploy strong access
control policy; authentication plays basic rule in
information protection and computer security in
general. Authentication was defined as ―the act of
creating or validating something (or someone) as
authentic and claims made about the topic are true[2].
Network authentication in private and public
networks usually done through static user name and
password to access the network or the system, if the
username and password validated as declared
previously during registration, then the user is
trusted to access the network or the system.
However, this authentication process has some of
vulnerabilities for attacks because if the username
and password is stolen in some ways, forgotten or
accidently exposed, the data and privacy will be
compromised.
V. AUTHENTICATION SECURITY CHALLENGES
Analysing the different type of attacks in Table 1.
The authentication process is the most weak point in
securing data in the cloud .In this article,
Authentication algorithm will be proposed and tested.
Authentication arises in more secure process
(Single-Factor
Authentication,
Multi-Factor
Authentication).
A. Single-Factor Authentication
Traditional security process that requires one factor
to grant and authenticate user to access specific
cloud service with predetermined permissions.
CHARACTERISTICS
GEOMETRY, FACIAL
(SOMETHING YOU ARE?) IMAGE, IRIS, RETINA,
DNA, VOICE, SIGNATURE

Table 2.Types of Single-Factor
Authentication
SINGLE-FACTOR
AUTHENTICATION
PROOF-OF-KNOWLEDGE
(SOMETHING YOU
KNOW?)

TYPES
PASSWORDS, PIN, MOMS
NAME, PHONE# ,ETC.

PROOF-OF-POSSESSION SMARTCARDS, TOKENS,
(SOMETHING YOU HAVE?) DRIVER’S LICENSE, PKI

PATTERNS

B. Multi-Factor Authentication
Multi-Factor Authentication extends security on
access over traditional single-factor authentication,
the multi-factors are: something you know and
something you have at the same time to grant
access[9].like static username and password with
fingerprint or with one time password (OTP).

CERTIFICATES

PROOF-OF-
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C. One-Time Password
One-Time Password(OTP) is a technology that
requires a new password every time the user want
to authenticate themselves for login to an online
service on any system, OTP can support strong,
two-factor authentication, in which users enter
something they know-Personal Identification
Number (PIN)—and something they havehardware token. This technology protect against
an intruder replaying a captured password. OTP
generates passwords using either the MD4 or
MD5 hashing algorithms. Traditional static
passwords are easily stolen, frequently lost and
need time and effort to recover it. More complex,
"stronger" passwords consisting of secret and
combinations of characters and numbers and
special characters, which lead users to write their
complex passwords on somewhere to remember it.
OTP is more secure and simple way to validate
and authenticate a user by generating random
password for each login session to the system, this
generated password is valid for a specific duration
(e.g. 30 Sec, 1 min) to use it and should only be
available to be used once. OTP can deliver to the
user via several ways, for example by:
Authentication device (called token): that
could be a standalone device communicates
with authentication server to check new
password requested.
Out-of-band channels: OTP send to the users
by SMS, Phone Call and Email.
Software solution: running several other
devices, such as portable devices (laptop,
PDA or Smart phone).
VI. PROPOSED SECURE AUTHENTICATION
APPROACH
The proposed authentication model applies a high
secure multi-layer authentication process, in
which each layer checks some factors based on
layer requirements, every layer defend against
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some attacks and require the user to provide some
factors (something he has) to pass the
authentication layer.
In the authentication model all users should have
a trusted device which is responsible for creating
new users, trusting device (which will use the
model services), and generating OTP. The
authentication layers factors:
Static User Name and Password.
(MAC) Address.
Trusted Third-Party (Open ID).
Time-Based
Password

Dynamic

One

Time

ElGamal Data exchange cipher.
Using Java language, Secure Authentication
System Application (SAS) was developed using
the proposed authentication factors with the
configuration as shown in Figure 2.
A. Authentication Process
For the authentication process the user must has
smart phone with android O.S, then downloading
the proposed mobile application, which flows as
in figure 3.
Now we will go through the user creation process
and the security issues concerning it.
B. User Creation Process (Sign Up):
The users can sign up to the proposed application
model from mobile device, only by using the
proposed mobile model application.
To create a new user, the user must provide a
static user name and password. After that the
program will associate the devices MAC address
with the created user. Then the user must provide
Open ID that will be used to generate OTP at the
server and client (mobile) side.
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Figure 2: Design and Structure for Proposed Secure Authentication System(SAS)
Open ID is an open standard that allows users to
be authenticated by certain co-operating sites
(known as Relying Parties or RP) using a third
party service, such as Face book, AOL, Yahoo
and others. The goal of the Open ID initiative is to
allow users to log in at websites around the
Internet with one ID, instead of having to create
multiple unique accounts. To use Open ID, firstly
a user must be a membership in one website that
support Open ID service (e.g. Face book) by
registering procedure, then when visiting other
websites that support login with Open ID, he can
login with Open ID account like Face book
account to be authenticated accessing this website
services.
Face book (RP) in SAS was chosen as proposed
Open ID provider to authenticate the user in our
experimental model, the user will be directed to
Face book website or application if installed for
entering his Face book credentials , providing
Face book with the a valid credentials the Face
book returns back the Open ID which is then
associated with the user information (Username,
Password, MAC).
At this moment we have a static user name and
password which is a first authentication factor,
MAC address as a second authentication factor
and finally Open ID as a third authentication
factor, these three factors are collected during the
sign-up process which will be used later to
authenticate the user during the login. These are
transferred by the SAS application to the
authentication server to complete the user creation
process, however this is a very high sensitive data
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thus it should be secured before sending it
through the internet shown in Figure 3.
Start SAS

Create new user ( Sign-Up)
Trusting other devices that
will be used by the same user

Login into the proposed model

Generate OTP which will be used in the
login process from trusted devices

Encrypt, compress and upload data
Decrypt, decompress and download data
Successfully Data Secured

Figure 3.authentication process flow chart
C. Securing the Exchange Transfer of
data
For exchanging sensitive data, ElGamal
encryption is used as exchange algorithm
providing very high security along with small
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encrypted data footprint compared to other data
exchange algorithms. ElGamal is asymmetric key
encryption algorithm for public key cryptosystem
which is based on the Diffie–Hellman key
exchange, its strength comes from the difficulty
of computing discrete logarithms over finite
fields[10]. When comparing ElGamal and RSA in
strong and speed factors, Elgamal might be
considered stronger and more secure than RSA
since calculating discrete logs is at least as tough
as integer factorization. For speed comparison
factor, ElGamal can be considered faster in total
terms, that mean it does not depend on encryption
or decryption time separately, but on total cost of
operation, ElGamal generate cipher text double
size of plaintext as shown in table 3. RSA
generates cipher text equals to key length, for
instance, 10 bytes is encrypted to 20 bytes using
ElGamal algorithm and 256 bytes using RSA
algorithm [11], when using 2048 bit key.
Table 3. Comparing RSA to ELGAMAL

ENCRYPT
DECRYPT

RSA-1024
(1024-BITS)
8
93

ELGAMAL
(1024-BITS)
109
77

As comparison results suggests and because of the
limitation of mobile hardware resources;
ElGamal encryption algorithm in the data
exchange is more suitable to be used in enhancing
the security specially for mobile cloud computing.
The SAS application will encrypt all the data sent
to authentication server through a secured channel
(HTTPS), in the server side, the user information
will be decrypted and stored it in secure database.
VII.

USER LOGIN PROCESS

After signing up to the proposed model and
ensuring the user membership using trusted
mobile device, the user can proceed with the login
process to use the cloud storage service through
two options:
Using the Android Mobile Application.
Using Desktop Application
A. Login using
Application

the

The user will not have to login to Face book every
time if he has Face book application installed on
his mobile, the SAS application will automatically
use the credentials stored locally to get the Open
ID without prompting the user.
B. OTP Generation Process:
To generate OTP the following inputs are needed:
Open ID
1) Device current time
2) Salt (static string)
The Open ID is concatenated with a static string
(salt) and passed with the device time to
generation hash function HMAC-SHA-1[7].
The hash function returns a seven digits string
that represents the OTP for the user with the given
Open ID at that time. Now the user should be able
to generate OTP by using ―Generate OTP‖
function in the SAS.
SAS will validate the user information, retrieve
the users Open ID from a relying party (Face
book) and generate OTP which is valid for 60
seconds during the login process.
SAS sends OTP to the server to complete the
login process and authenticate the user to use the
the requested service using SAS functionality
―Send OTP to Server‖.
By using OTP we can make sure that the user
entered a valid user name and password from a
trusted device and using a valid Open ID at a
specific time just from checking the OTP at the
server side. The server in its turn generates OTP
using the Open ID it has (from the signup process)
and from its local time and validates it by
comparing with the OTP that received from the
user during the login process.
C. Login using the Desktop Application

Android

Mobile

The mobile Version of SAS will prompt the user
to enter his his credentials (Static User Name &
Password) then will send these information
associated with device MAC address encrypted
using ElGamal cipher. When the authentication
server receives the login request, it validates the
sent user information (Static User name,
Password and MAC address) then grants user to
access then redirect the user to OTP Activity page
if the information is valid. Now the user should
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provide his OpenID through logging into Face
book in order to generate OTP, Face book (RP)
will provide the application with the user Open ID,
and then the application generates OTP locally
(on mobile device).

The desktop version of SAS application will
prompt the user to enter his login credentials
Static User Name, Password, and OTP.
User enters his static login credentials, and get
OTP by generating it via trusted mobile device,
the desktop which will be used in first time login,
should be owned trusted one. The Device
ID(MAC) is entered in the Trust Device ID field
in the SAS mobile application. Then the OTP is
entered which was generated using the mobile
version of SAS, transferring these information
compounded
with device MAC address
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encrypted
using
ElGamal
cipher.
The
authentication server in the other side receives the
login request, validates the information (Static
User name, Password, OTP and MAC address)
and grants access.
D. Downloading & Uploading Encrypted
Data:
After validating all user credentials and logging
successfully, the user can access the cloud services
(Uploading / Downloading encrypted data) to cloud
storage.
VIII.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
EVALUATION
The proposed security model was evaluated
regarding to its access control security phases,
encryption, and the overall performance parameters
using the cipher algorithm. In Table 4. , detailed
analytical comparisons were made to the existing
commercial models. Outlining the advantages and
the disadvantages of the proposed model.
Table 4. Comparing Results of SAS and
Existed Models
AUTHENTICATION ADVANTAGES OVER
FACTORS
PRESENT MODELS
STATIC USER
NAME &
PASSWORD
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IX. CONCLUSION
Current security models in the cloud computing
was studied regarding communication process, and
data securing. The weak holes in the existing models
were defined. In this paper we proposed a new high
security model for mobile cloud computing
environment which enhances security of user access
control, communication, data transmission, and data
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